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Learning Development at the university of Wollongong
Facilitating student learning and the development of tertiary literacies

vision 

Learning Development works towards the continuing development of synergies between teaching, governance, 
professional development and research as they relate to improving and facilitating student learning, and the 
acquisition of academic literacy and language.

Core Business 

Working with students to identify learning issues and assist them in their negotiation of academic 
literacies, language and learning.   

Collaborating with faculty and discipline staff to enhance student learning and the development of 
academic literacies. 

Working at the institutional level to link individual learning issues with the wider teaching and 
learning policies.

•

•

•

For a full colour version of this report, visit http://www.uow.edu.au/student/services/ld/

http://www.uow.edu.au/student/services/ld/
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introduction

Learning Development assists the University in meeting a number of the strategic priorities outlined in the 
University’s learning and teaching strategic plan, the internationalisation strategic plan, and the equity 
plan. Learning Development’s core business is to:

work with students to identify learning issues and assist them in their negotiation of academic 
literacies, language and learning;
collaborate with faculty and discipline staff to enhance student learning and the development of 
academic literacies; and
work at the institutional level to link individual learning issues with the wider teaching and learning 
policies.

To engage in its core business and assist the university in meeting its strategic priorities, Learning Development 
employs a raft of practices (see Figure �) across all on-shore locations. This report details the activities of 
Learning Development (LD) in 2005.

Figure 1: learning development practice

Learning Development’s practices implement key aspects of the learning and teaching strategic plan 2005-
2007, internationalisation strategic plan 2005-2007 and the equity plan 2004. In 2005, these related 
to students’ attainment of the graduate attributes, supporting student learning, supporting international 
students’ development of context-specific language skills, assisting faculties and individual staff with 
design and review of subjects, providing professional development opportunities for discipline academics, 
and supporting the transition, progress and retention of equity students (see Table �).

�.

2.

�.
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objectives practices performance indicators

to design and implement 
programs and projects that assist 
in the students’ attainment of the 
graduate attributes.*

1. Student 
and Faculty 

Program

Attendance at workshops/ survey feedback
No. of consultations/ feedback
No. of hits on learning resources websites student survey responses
No. of subjects with integrated academic literacy instruction 
No. of students receiving instruction
Student feedback on integrated instruction

to help students learn how to 
learn.**

2. Student 
and Faculty 

Program

Student survey responses
No. of hits on learning resources website
No. of subjects with integrated academic literacy instruction
No. of students receiving instruction
Student feedback on integrated instruction

to assist faculties and individual 
discipline staff members with the 
design and review of subjects to 
ensure their relevance to learner 
needs and to meet expected 
standards within the discipline 
and course.***

3. Faculty 
Program

No. of staff/ no. of students reached
Feedback from staff 
Student surveys

to provide professional 
development opportunities in 
teaching for both casual and 
academic staff.****

4. Faculty 
Program

No. of casual and permanent staff consultations re subject redevelopment, 
teaching and student learning issues.
Feedback from staff

to support the transition, 
academic progress and retention 
of enrolled equity students.*****

5. Faculty 
Program

No. of equity students reached

table 1: strategic priorities met by learning development practice

The following report outlines Learning Development’s achievements in meeting these objectives against the 
relevant performance indicators for 2005. The report is organised into five sections: 

The overview provides a summary of achievements for 2005 and details the context of LD provision 
for each Campus/Centre.
Learning and teaching has three parts: the Faculty program and student program which detail the 
variety of practices offered in these programs.
governance lists the University and Faculty-level committees, sub-committees and working parties 
to which LD have made a significant contribution in 2005.
research lists Learning Development output in terms of publications, conference papers and 
PhDs.
Contributions to the profession and Community provides a brief outline of the LD activities in this area 
for 2005.

� Objective 1.1 learning and teaching strategic plan 2004 – 2006, p.14.
�� Objective 2.1 learning and teaching strategic plan 2004 – 2006 p.14.
��� Objective 3.1 learning and teaching strategic plan 2004 – 2006, p.15.
���� Objective 4.2 learning and teaching strategic plan 2004 – 2006, p.16.
����� the equity plan 2004

�.

2.

�.

4.

5.
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overview

In 2005, Learning Development (LD) reviewed and further strengthened its focus on the integration of 
academic literacy, language and learning instruction  into core curricula within degree programs. The review 
has, in many cases, been a collaborative effort with Faculty Education Committees (FEC) and with other 
members of the Academic Services Division (ASD). Overall, in 2005, LD reached 5838 students through this 
faculty-based teaching and devoted 2139 hours to this aspect of the LD program. Details of faculty-based 
practices are provided in the Learning and teaching: faculty program section of this report. 

In addition to its faculty-based practices, Learning Development continued to teach undergraduate and 
postgraduate coursework and research students through a range of learning and teaching practices in its 
Student Program. In particular, the individual consultations and generic workshops offered as part of this 
Program provide students with the opportunities to try out and gain feedback on a range of academic 
tasks including writing in a variety of genres, English language expression, oral presentation and reading. 
Contact with students through this Program provides LD with a unique understanding of the student learning 
experience and allows LD to work more effectively with students within faculty-based integration practices. 
The Student Program reached more than 1678 students and LD devoted more than 2014 hours to its provision 
in 2005. In addition, LD online resources supplement the available face-to-face teaching. Downloads from 
online resources numbered 11762 while the UniLearning site registered 58801 hits. Details of the range 
of activities that made up the Student Program in 2005 are provided in the Learning and teaching: student 
program section of this report.

Learning Development provided increased support for students at the Education Centres and at the Sydney 
Business School in 2005. Effective support in these contexts depends on the Learning Development lecturer’s 
(LDL) understanding of the particular educational context of the centres and the particular needs of student 
cohorts. Support at the Education Centres in 2005 focused on providing academic literacy development 
within subject curricula as well as via workshops, individual consultations and tutor support. Students 
enrolled at The Sydney Business School have also been supported in their development of academic literacy 
and language through a number of practices including a subject for credit. Details of these practices are 
provided in the Learning and teaching section of this report. Those practices that involved integration within 
subject curricula are detailed in the faculty program subsection of this report, and those that involved 
discipline specific workshops or generic workshops are detailed in the student program subsection.

Learning Development brings its experience of working with a wide range of undergraduate and postgraduate 
students in a variety of contexts and the full range of faculties to policy discussions and working parties. In 
2005, LD was represented on many of the major university, faculty and school policy bodies and working 
parties. Details are provided in the governance section. 

Research activity is an integral part of Learning Development. Much of LD research reports on, or feeds into, 
practice at UOW. Research is presented and published nationally and internationally ensuring that Learning 
Development at UOW maintains its reputation as an innovative and systematic provider of relevant discipline 
specific academic literacy, language and learning programs. LD research activity in 2005 resulted in a total of 
seven articles/book chapters/referred proceedings published or in press, ten national/international conference 
presentations and, three PhD awards. Research activity is detailed in the research section of this report. 

As part of its contribution to the professional national body of Language and Academic Skills  (LAS) advisors, 
renamed Association for Academic Language and Learning (AALL) in November 2005, LD hosted the NSW/
ACT Language and Academic Skills Advisors seminar in August 2005. Over �0 LAS advisors from universities 
in NSW, ACT and Queensland attended a very successful seminar. Andrea Lunsford, Professor of English 
and Director of the Program in Writing and Rhetoric at Stanford University was the keynote speaker. An 
LD representative was also a member of the national steering committee to oversee the formation of the 
newly formed AALL national professional body.  Details of this and other LD contributions appear in the 
Contributions to the Community section of this report.
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Campus and location profiles

Learning Development runs all its programs at all on-shore locations, with some services reaching off-shore 
locations. This section details the student demographics, degree programs and availability of LD support 
offered on each of the on-shore campuses and locations.

Wollongong campus

The Wollongong campus offers the full range of degree programs across all faculties.

Student profile
total u/g pg internat. nesB indigenous gender

autumn �4669 �0806 �462 �458 ���2 �06 7�7� (M) 7498 (F)

spring �4704 �0757 �6�9 �598 ��65 �05 72�� (M) 747� (F)

Table 2: Student Profile, Wollongong, 2005

Learning Development offers its full range of programs at the main campus 5 days per week over the full 
year. A number of the integrated programs are run in the evenings or weekends to fit the demands of subject 
timetables.

shoalhaven campus

The Shoalhaven campus offered subjects within the following degree programs in 2005: 

arts  Bachelor of Arts: Community, Culture and Environment; 
Commerce Bachelor of Commerce; Bachelor of Commerce & Accountancy; Bachelor of Business,   
  Administration and Hospitality; Bachelor of Business Administration; 
education  Graduate Diploma of Education.

Student profile
total u/g pg internat. nesB indigenous gender

autumn �86 �67 �9 (DipEd) 0 �2 2 6� (M) �2� (F)

spring 20� �84 �9 (DipEd) 0 �2 2 65 (M) ��8 (F)

Table 3: Student Profile, Shoalhaven, 2005

Learning Development Programs were provided 2 fixed days per week for both semesters. Depending on 
student learning requirements and scheduling of networked or integrated workshop programs, these days 
were renegotiated to suit student timetables. Evening consultation times and online consultations were also 
available by negotiation. 

Batemans Bay education Centre

Bateman’s Bay offered subjects within the following degree programs in 2005:

arts  Bachelor of Arts; Bachelor of Arts (Honours)
Commerce  Bachelor of Business Administration; Bachelor of Commerce;  
  Bachelor of Commerce (Honours)
informatics Bachelor of Internet Science and Technology
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Batemans Bay education Centre (cont.)

Student profile
total u/g pg internat. nesB indigenous gender

autumn 55 55 0 0 � 2 �9 (M) �6 (F)

spring 65 65 0 0 � 2 �9 (M) 46 (F)

Table 4: Student Profile, Bateman’s Bay, 2005

Learning Development Programs were provided approximately � day per week for both semesters. Online 
consultations were also available by negotiation.

Bega education Centre

Bega offered subjects within the following degree programs in 2005:

arts   Bachelor of Arts; Bachelor of Arts (Honours)
Commerce  Bachelor of Business Administration; Bachelor of Commerce; 
   Bachelor of Commerce (Honours)
informatics  Bachelor of Internet Science and Technology
health and  Bachelor of Nursing; Bridging Course for Enrolled Nurses
Behavioural sciences

Student profile
total u/g pg internat. nesB indigenous gender

autumn 95 95 0 0 2 2 �4 (M) 8� (F)

spring ��6 ��6 0 0 2 2 20 (M) 96 (F)

Table 5: Student Profile, Bega, 2005

Learning Development Programs were provided approximately 1 day per week for both semesters. Online 
consultations were also available by negotiation.

Loftus education Centre

Loftus offered subjects within the following degree programs in 2005:

Commerce Bachelor of Business Administration; Bachelor of Business Administration (Hospitality); 
  Bachelor of Business Administration (Event Management); Master of Management
education Bachelor of Science Education; Bachelor of Maths Education

Student profile
total u/g pg internat. nesB indigenous gender

autumn �0� �0� 0 0 8 2 44 (M) 57 (F)

spring ��4 ��4 0 0 �0 2 65 (M) 69 (F)

Table 6: Student Profile, Loftus, 2005
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Learning Development Programs were provided 2 fixed days per week for both semesters. Depending on 
student learning requirements and scheduling of networked or integrated workshop programs, these days were 
renegotiated to suit student timetables. Online consultations and after hours workshops and consultations 
were also available by negotiation.

moss vale education Centre

Moss Vale offered subjects within the following degree programs in 2005:

arts  Bachelor of Arts; Bachelor of Arts (Honours)
Commerce Bachelor of Business Administration; Bachelor of Commerce; 
  Bachelor of Commerce (Dean’s Scholar)

Student profile
total u/g pg internat. nesB indigenous gender

autumn 82 82 0 0 9 � 27 (M) 55 (F)

spring 88 88 0 0 9 � 29 (M) 59 (F)

Table 7: Student Profile, Moss Vale, 2005

Learning Development Programs were provided 1 fixed day per week in Spring semester and at various times 
to meet student demand in Autumn semester. Depending on student learning requirements and scheduling 
of networked or integrated workshop programs, days were renegotiated to suit student timetables. Online 
consultations were also available by negotiation.

the sydney Business school (sBs)

MIB, MBA and MSc were the main degree programs offered at SBS in 2005. A small number of students 
across the intakes were also enrolled in one of the following: GD Business Admin, GC Business, GC 
International Business, GC Business Admin, GC Logistics.

Student profile
intake total u/g pg internat. nesB indigenous gender

a ��2 0 ��2

92-98%

0 NA NA

B 85 0 85 0 NA NA

C 6� 0 6� 0 NA NA

D 66 0 66 0 NA NA

Table 8: Student Profile, SBS, 2005

Learning Development Programs were provided 1 fixed day per week over all intakes for �2 weeks of the 
year. Depending on student learning requirements and scheduling of networked or integrated workshop 
programs, these days were renegotiated to suit student timetables. Online consultations were also available 
by negotiation. The subject TBS 985 was also designed, taught and coordinated by Learning Developers 
as part of the SBS program delivery (details of this are provided in the Faculty Program section of this 
report).

The programs offered by Learning Development at each of these locations are detailed in the following 
section: Learning and teaching. 
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Learning and teaching

Learning Development provides a range of programs and practices to meet the learning needs of all students, 
at the Wollongong campus, the Shoalhaven campus, the Education Centres, the Sydney Business School, 
Woolyungah Indigenous Centre, the Dubai campus, and more recently, in Hong Kong.  Programs and 
practices include: 

the faculty program, which involves curriculum-integrated instruction, curriculum development, 
professional development, credit-bearing subjects, services for research students and parallel 
English language support; and

the student program, which involves individual consultations, generic workshops, discipline-specific 
workshops and online student learning resources. 

While Learning Development has been expanding its practices across the Wollongong campus for a number of 
years, 2005 marked an increase in its support for students at the Shoalhaven campus, the Education Centres 
and the Sydney Business School. Effective support in these contexts depends on the LDL’s understanding 
of the particular educational context of the centres and the particular needs of student cohorts. Support 
at the Shoalhaven campus and the Education Centres in 2005 has focused on providing academic literacy 
development within subject curricula as well as via workshops, individual consultations and tutor support. 
Students enrolled at The Sydney Business School have also been supported in their development of academic 
literacy and language through a number of practices including a subject for credit.

While both our Programs are valuable, it is worth pointing out the efficiency of the Faculty program in 
providing more instruction to a greater number of students. In 2005, while 1687 students received support 
via the consultations and workshops offered as part of our student program, over 5838 students received 
integrated instruction through the varied practices employed in our faculty program. This capacity to support 
much greater numbers of students provides a sound rationale for our commitment of resources and time to 
the Faculty Program.

•

•
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faculty program

Faculty-based learning and teaching practices are a key aspect of the Learning Development program. These 
practices involve working collaboratively with faculty to meet the learning, language and literacy needs 
of whole cohorts of students.  At the macro level, these practices include the integration of instruction 
into core subjects at key points across degree programs, curriculum review and development, professional 
development, services for research students, and English language instruction for international students. At 
the micro level, they involve the development of teaching and learning resources using the content materials 
specific to the subject that target specific assignments and the learning requirements of courses. The 
pedagogical and economic value of these practices cannot be understated as they provide contextualised 
and collaborative teaching that meets the disciplinary learning needs of maximum numbers of students. 
Faculty-based teaching occurred at all sites in 2005, and is overviewed in Table 9 and Figure 2. Importantly, 
this teaching allows us to address the learning needs of all students, including high numbers of international 
and equity students.
 
The following section of this report is organised according to Faculty/ School/ Centre. Each sub-section is 
organised to provide an overview of the total number of students directly benefiting from this program, the 
proportion of these that were either International or Equity students, and the total number of hours involved 
in the delivery of these practices within the faculty. This is then followed by a breakdown of the various 
service and student details across the range of practices engaged in that faculty. Please note that all data 
pertaining to student numbers has been obtained from ARD and is accurate to the best of our knowledge. 
The equity student numbers are based on UOW equity calculations that have a slightly broader definition of 
LSES and NESB than the DEST categories. NA is used to indicate those sections where data was requested 
but for reasons beyond our control was unattainable at the time of publishing this document. 

total students intl students equity students total hours
arts ��� 82 7� 204

Commerce 206� 65� 875 �9�
Creative arts 222 26 �0� �00

education �048 42 558 269
engineering 50 �4 24 70

hBs 85 �2 25 �49
informatics 2�� �5� 29 25�

Law 20� 2 ��� 4�
science 22� 20 ��8 92

gsB 927 90� �5 489
gsm 25
WiC 475 27� 24� 54

5838 2196 2172 2139

table 9: Broad overview of students receiving integrated instruction according to faculty and total hours

Figure 2: Broad overview of students receiving instruction
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faculty of arts

Overview 	

total no. of students* no. intl students no. equity students total hours
arts 2005 ��� 82 7� 204 hours

In 2005, Learning Development and faculty staff engaged in the development and delivery of discipline-
specific academic literacy instruction in one core subject (SOC103) in the Faculty of Arts. This instruction 
was delivered to a total of 269 students of which 29% were international and 2�% were equity students 
(see Figure � and Table �0). This work is additional to integration work previously carried out in the Faculty 
that is now embedded into curricula and ‘owned’ by those subjects. Learning Development also engaged in 
the development of ARTS��2 (see Table ��), provided professional development to tutors (see Table �2), 
and worked with the faculty to provide services for research students (see Table ��).

Curriculum-integrated	instruction

Figure 3: Broad overview of students receiving integrated instruction

student Details integration Details
subject total intl equity Campus hrs** Core primary focus

autumn SOC�0� 269 77 6� Wgong �0 Yes Academic literacy�

totaL 269 77 63 10

table 10: Curriculum-integrated instruction in arts 2005

�. soC103 - Consultations with lecturer about assessment tasks and in-class activities following FSA request from Sarah Lambert in  
 CEDIR.  Worked on critical reading, data collection and writing up into report.

Curriculum	development

subject Campus hrs**

spring ARTS��2 All �2+
Development of WebCT and tutorial resources on essay structure, 
referencing, using evidence, avoiding plagiarism, developing a 
cohesive argument

12

table 11: Curriculum development in arts 2005

� total no. of students refers to the total number of enrolments.
�� total hours include time spent on negotiation, development, face-to-face teaching and evaluation.
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Professional	development

activity Campus hrs*

autum/
spring

Tutor training: assessing academic literacies SC & SH �0 (incl.�2 hrs travel)

Tutor training: assessing academic literacies Wgong �4

44

table 12: professional development activities in arts 2005 

Services	for	research	students

student Details service Details
service total intl equity Campus hrs* primary focus

autumn
Arts Hons Workshops (ARTS4��) �� NA 6 SC/Sh/W 70 Academic literacy�

Postgraduate Workshop �5 2 NA Wgong �5 Academic literacy2

spring
Arts Hons Workshops (ARTS4��) �4 NA 4 SC/Sh/W 4� Academic literacy�

Capstrans PG Workshop 20 � NA Wgong �0 Academic literacy�

totaL 62 5 10 138

table 13: services for research students in arts 2005 

1. arts hons Workshops (arts411) Wollongong (� workshops) Shoalhaven/ South Coast (2 workshops)
 autumn - Refining research goal, getting started, managing a long document & writing strategies; thesis structure & editing   
 strategies. Development of WebCT resources.
 spring – As per Autumn. Resources for the Arts Hons WebCT site.
2. postgraduate workshop - Three hour workshop on writing the literature review, managing a long document, thesis structure.
3. Capstrans pg Workshops - Three hour workshop on developing various aspects of thesis research for publication in academic  
 journals.

faculty of Commerce

Overview�

total no. of students** no. intl students no. equity students total hours
Commerce 2005 206� 65� 875 �9� hours

In 2005, Learning Development and faculty staff engaged in the development and delivery of discipline-
specific academic literacy and English language instruction in eight subjects in the Faculty of Commerce. 
This instruction was delivered to a total of 206� students of which approximately 42% were international 
and �2% were equity students (see Figure 4 and Table �4). This work is additional to integration work 
previously carried out in the Faculty that is now embedded into curricula and ‘owned’ by those subjects.

� total hours include time spent on negotiation, development, face-to-face teaching and evaluation.
�� total no. of students refers to the total number of enrolments.
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Curriculum-integrated	instruction

Figure 4: Broad overview of students receiving integrated instruction 

student Details integration Details
subject total intl equity Campus hrs* Core primary focus

autumn ACCY�00 679 84 �55 All 4� Yes Academic literacy�

ACCY96� ��5 �27 6 Wgong �0 Yes Academic literacy & language2

MGMT��0 69 0 57 Lof/Sh 24 Yes Academic literacy�

ACCY96� 205 �95 7 Wgong �2 Yes Academic literacy & language4

spring ACCY�00 �68 47 7� All �5 Yes Academic literacy�

ACCY20� 295 96 ��4 Wgong 25 Yes Academic literacy5

ACCY��2 �2 0 �2 Sh 5 Yes Academic literacy6

BUSS926 �6 �2 4 Wgong �7 Yes Academic literacy & language7

MARK�0� 484 90 229 W/Sh 4 Yes Academic literacy8

totaL 2063 651 875 193

table 14: Curriculum-integrated instruction in Commerce 2005

1. aCCy100 – Integrated essay writing instruction, lecture on essay process, activity-based tutorial materials on essay writing, online  
 Study Guide, delivery to Education Centres, tutor training and marking sessions. 
2. aCCy961 -  2 x �hr integrated lecures on staged written assessment task; writing the critical literature review.
3. mgmt110 - Integrated lectures on essay writing and exam preparation.
4. aCCy963 -  2 x �hr lectures on prepartion and structure of case study assignment.
6. aCCy312  - Integrated workshop on writing of position papers.
5. aCCy201  - Concept mapping workshops and data collection methods.
7. Buss926 -  �hr Tutorial – referencing and writing research essay; resources for subject’s WebCT.
8. marK101 – Embedded report writing tutorial materials and Using evidence and avoiding plagiarism ppt and print resource. Extra  
 assistance at the Shoalhaven campus.

� total hours include time spent on negotiation, development, face-to-face teaching and evaluation.
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faculty of Creative arts

Overview

total no. of students* no. intl students no. equity students total hours
Creative arts 2005 222 26 �0� �00 hours

In 2005, Learning Development and faculty staff engaged in the development and delivery of discipline-
specific academic literacy instruction in two core subjects in the Faculty of Creative Arts. This instruction 
was delivered to a total of 204 students of which approximately 8% were international and 50% were equity 
students (see Figure 5 and Table �5). This work is additional to integration work previously carried out in 
the Faculty that is now embedded into curricula and ‘owned’ by those subjects. Learning Development also 
engaged in the development of VISA�2� (see Table �6), and provided services for research students in 
conjunction with the faculty (see Table �7).

Curriculum-integrated	instruction

Figure 5: Broad overview of students receiving integrated instruction

student Details integration Details
subject total intl equity Campus hrs** Core primary focus

autumn VISA�2� �05 5 5� Wgong 50 Yes Academic literacy�

VISA22� 99 �2 48 Wgong 20 Yes Academic literacy2

totaL 204 17 101 70

table 15: Curriculum–integrated instruction in Creative arts 2005 

1.  visa121 - Lectures addressing strategies for reading academic text, note-taking, essay writing, primary & secondary sources, MLA  
 referencing and other research issues – focussed on essay topics. Design of major assessment task on MLA referencing and provision  
 of marking template. (Weeks 2 to 5 inclusive)
2.  visa221  - Lecture addressing essay writing and research strategies (Week 2)

Curriculum	development

subject Campus hrs** Description
spring VISA�2� Wgong 20 Review assessment activities

20

table 16: Curriculum development in Creative arts 2005

� total no. of students refers to the total number of enrolments.
�� total hours include time spent on negotiation, development, face-to-face teaching and evaluation.
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Services	for	research	students	�

student Details service Details
service total intl Campus hrs* primary focus

autumn
Thesis Writing for 
MCA/MA students

�8 9 Wgong �0 Academic literacy�

totaL 18 9 10

table 17: services for research students in Creative arts 2005

1.  mCa & ma - Interactive classes preparing for thesis writing, MLA referencing (Week �).

faculty of education

Overview

total no. of students** no. intl students no. equity students total hours
education 2005 �048 42 558 269 hours

In 2005, Learning Development and faculty staff engaged in the development and delivery of discipline-
specific academic literacy and language instruction in four subjects in the Faculty of Education. This 
instruction was delivered to a total of 929 students of which �% were international and 60% were equity 
students (see Figure 6 and Table �8). This work is additional to integration work previously carried out in 
the Faculty that is now embedded into curricula and ‘owned’ by those subjects. Learning Development 
also provided services for research students in conjunction with the faculty (see Table �9), and provided 
academic literacy and language instruction for international students enrolled in the Masters of Education 
(TESOL) (see Table 20).

Curriculum-integrated	instruction

Figure 6: Broad overview of students receiving integrated instruction

� total hours include time spent on negotiation, development, face-to-face teaching and evaluation.
** total no. of students refers to the total number of enrolments.
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student Details integration Details
subject total intl equity Campus hrs* Core primary focus

autumn EDUF��� 4�8 6 2�9 All 45 Yes Academic literacy�

EDUF��� �9� 0 ��0 Wgong �8 Yes Academic literacy2

EDGZ924 �4 � 4 Wgong �2 Yes Academic literacy�

spring EDUF2�2 29� � �92 W/L/Sh 49 Yes Academic literacy4

EDGZ924 �� 2 6 Wgong �� Yes Academic literacy & language�

totaL 929 12 551 135

table 18: Curriculum-integrated instruction in education 2005

1. eDuf111 - Web CT and tutorial resources on essay structure, referencing, using evidence, avoiding plagiarism, developing a cohesive  
 argument
2.    eDuf311 – Two lectures on preparing for and writing the personal philosophy essay 
3.    eDgZ924  - In class � hour workshop on writing the literature review
4.    eDuf212 - Online resources for assignment on subject WebCT site - Standpoint report, analysis and critical analysis (In class  
 workshops available for Loftus students)

Services	for	research	students

student Details service Details
service total intl Campus hrs* primary focus

spring
International research 

student seminars
5 5 Wgong 28 Academic literacy & language�

totaL 5 5 28

table 19: services for research students in education 2005 

1. international research student seminars: �x2 hour seminars-Writing the Literature Review section of the research proposal; using the  
 language of evaluation, structuring the review and using language effectively. � hours of individual consultation per student related to  
 writing the literature review

Parallel	support	for	the	Masters	in	TESOL

student Details support Details
subjects total intl equity Campus hrs* Core primary focus

autumn
EDGT984 
EDGT98� 57 NA NA Wgong �� Yes Academic literacy & language�

EDGZ92� 8 2 0 Wgong 20 Yes Academic literacy & language�

spring
EDGZ984 
EDGT98� 22 �5 4 Wgong �� Yes Academic literacy & language�

EDGZ92� �7 8 � Wgong 20 Yes Academic literacy & language�

totaL 114 25 7 106

table 20: parallel support in education 2005

 1.  m.tesoL (EDGT984, EDGZ 900/92�, EDGT985, EDGT98�)
 Out of class time workshops/parallel tutorials on: 

 • Understanding assessments
 • Understanding university expectations
 • Critical Reading: Journal articles
 • Using language effectively to avoid plagiarism
 • Writing up and analysing case studies

� total hours include time spent on negotiation, development, face-to-face teaching and evaluation.
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faculty of engineering

Overview

total no. of students* no. intl students no. equity students total hours
engineering 2005 50 �4 24 70 hours

In 2005, Learning Development and faculty staff engaged in the development and delivery of discipline-
specific academic literacy and language instruction in two subjects in the Faculty of Engineering. This 
instruction was delivered to a total of �6 students of which 28% were international and 48% were equity 
students (see Figure 7 and Table 2�). This work is additional to integration work previously carried out in 
the Faculty that is now embedded into curricula and ‘owned’ by those subjects.

Curriculum-integrated	instruction

Figure 7: Broad overview of students receiving integrated instruction

student Details integration Details
subject total intl equity Campus hrs** Core primary focus

autumn/ spring ENGG454/45� 50 �4 24 Wgong 70 Yes Academic literacy�

totaL 50 14 24 70

table 21: Curriculum-integrated activities in engineering 2005

1.   engg454 Lectures on thesis writing that addressed the thesis research and writing process and lntroduction, Literature Review,  
 Methods, Results, Discussion & Conclusion sections of thesis (Weeks 5 to 7 inclusive).
 engg454/453 Lectures on thesis writing that addressed the sections of thesis, editing issues, inclusion of illustrative and collective  
 visuals and oral presentation of the thesis (Weeks � to 9 inclusive).

� total no. of students refers to the total number of enrolments.
�� total hours include time spent on negotiation, development, face-to-face teaching and evaluation.
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faculty of health and Behavioural sciences

Overview�

total no. of students* no. intl students no. equity students total hours
hBs 2005 85 �2 25 �49 hours

In 2005, Learning Development and faculty staff engaged in the development and delivery of discipline-
specific academic literacy and language instruction in three subjects in the Faculty of Health and Behavioural 
Sciences. This instruction was delivered to a total of 85 students of which �8% were international and 29% 
were equity (see Figure 8 and Table 22). This work is additional to integration work previously carried out in 
the Faculty that is now embedded into curricula and ‘owned’ by those subjects.

Curriculum-integrated	instruction

Figure 8: Broad overview of students receiving integrated instruction

student Details integration Details
subject total intl equity Campus hrs** Core primary focus

autumn GHMD90� �0 �0 0 Wgong ��7 Yes Academic literacy & language�

NURS�00 �0 0 �6 Wgong 45 Yes Academic literacy2

spring GHMD90� 22 22 0 Wgong 72 Yes Academic literacy & language�

POP��2 2� 0 9 Wgong 20 Yes Academic literacy�

totaL 85 32 25 299

table 22: Curriculum-integrated activities in HBs 2005 

1.  ghmD903 - �2 parallel workshops to support subject lectures & in-class workshops on Turnitin & resource development
2.  nurs100 - 4 wks of in-class workshops - Essay writing, paragraphing, referencing, avoiding plagiarism, critical reading
3.  pop 332 - Consultation, resource development, & team-teaching in week 9 for poster presentation segment of subject

� total no. of students refers to the total number of enrolments.
�� total hours include time spent on negotiation, development, face-to-face teaching and evaluation.
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Curriculum	development

subject Campus hrs* Description

spring
NURS240 Wgong 25

Curriculum development of academic writing and research methods 
instruction

NURS���
Hong  
Kong

25
Consultations re curriculum and resources development for Hong Kong 
intensive delivery in 2006

50

table 23: Curriculum development in HBs 2005

faculty of informatics

Overview

total no. of students** no. intl students no. equity students total hours
informatics 2005 2�� �5� 29 25� hours

In 2005, Learning Development and faculty staff engaged in the development and delivery of discipline-
specific academic literacy and language instruction in five subjects in the Faculty of Informatics. This 
instruction was delivered to a total of 2�� students of which approximately 7�% were international and 
�4% were equity students (see Figure 9 and Table 24).

Curriculum-integrated	instruction

��Figure 9: Broad overview of students receiving integrated instruction

student Details integration Details
subject total intl equity Campus hrs*  Core primary focus

autumn ECTE250 5� �5 27 Wgong 5� Yes Teamwork/ Academic literacy & language�

INFO202 4� 22 0 Wgong Yes Teamwork/ Academic literacy & language�

ECTE99� �� �2 � Wgong 45 Yes Academic literacy & language2

ECTE95� �5 �5 0 Wgong 50 Yes Academic literacy & language�

ECTE955 22 22 0 Wgong 20 Yes Academic literacy & language4

� total hours include time spent on negotiation, development, face-to-face teaching and evaluation.
�� total no. of students refers to the total number of enrolments.

table 24: Curriculum-integrated activities in informatics 2005 (cont. page 18)
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student Details integration Details

subject total intl equity Campus hrs*  Core primary focus

spring ECTE955 26 25 � Wgong 40 Yes Academic literacy & language4

ECTE99� 2� 22 0 Wgong 45 Yes Academic literacy & language2

totaL 213 153 29 251

table 24 (cont.): Curriculum-integrated activities in informatics 2005 

1.  eCte250/info202 - 5x 2 hour lectures team-taught with subject staff, language assessment, 4x � hour language tutorials, WebCT  
 resources for team work and report writing
2.  eCte991 - 5 x �hour tutorials developed and delivered by LD in collaboration with subject lecturer
3.  eCte953 –Language and literacy resource development, classroom teaching, reading and analysing student writing, email follow-up,  
 liaison and admin
4.  eCte955 autumn/ spring - Lectures/interactive classes preparing for lntroduction, Literature Review, Methods, Results, Discussion &  
 Conclusion sections of report. English language support integration. Weeks � to 8 inclusive. Linked to assessment task worth �5%. 

faculty of Law

Overview

total no. of students** no. intl students no. equity students total hours
Law 2005 20� 2 ��� 4� hours

In 2005, Learning Development and faculty staff engaged in the development and delivery of discipline-
specific academic literacy and language instruction in one subject in the Faculty of Law. This instruction 
was delivered to a total of �82 students of which �% was international and 5�% were equity students (see 
Figure �0 and Table 25 below). This work is additional to integration work previously carried out in the 
Faculty that is now embedded into curricula and ‘owned’ by those subjects. Learning Development also 
provided services for research students in conjunction with the faculty (see Table 26). 

Curriculum-integrated	instruction

Figure 10: Broad overview of students receiving integrated instruction

� total hours include time spent on negotiation, development, face-to-face teaching and evaluation.
�� total no. of students refers to the total number of students enrolled in subjects with integrated instruction in the faculty.
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student Details integration Details
subject total intl equity Campus hrs* Core primary focus

autumn LLB��0 �82 2 ��� Wgong 6 Yes Academic literacy�

totaL 182 2 111 6

table 25: Curriculum-integrated activities in law 2005 

1. LLB110 - Consultation on re-arrangement of weekly teaching schedule and assessment tasks and marking criteria, collaborative  
 teaching of classes on effective integration of referencing, critical reading and developing an argument, peer review feedback on first  
 diagnostic assessment task.

Services	for	research	students

student Details service Details
service total intl Campus hrs* primary focus

autumn/
spring

PG Language  Seminars �2 NA Wgong �0 Academic literacy�

Consultations 7 NA Wgong 7 Academic literacy & language

totaL 19 37

table 26: services for research students in law 2005 

1. pg Language seminars - autumn - Effective referencing and legal citation, literature review, reports and research proposals,   
 incorporating references into critical argument, signposting thesis argument paragraph-chapter cohesion
 spring - Conference paper presentations, editing strategies/peer writing workshop for journal articles, critically evaluating theory,  
 common language problems: sentence structure.

faculty of science

Overview

total no. of students** no. intl students no. equity students total hours
science 2005 22� 20 ��8 92 hours

In 2005, Learning Development and faculty staff engaged in the development and delivery of discipline-
specific academic literacy and language instruction in one subject in the Faculty of Science. This instruction 
was delivered to a total of �92 students of which approximately 9% were international and 5�% were equity 
students (see Figure �� and Table 27). This work is additional to integration work previously carried out in 
the Faculty that is now embedded into curricula and ‘owned’ by those subjects. Learning Development also 
provided services for research students in conjunction with the faculty (see Table 28). 

� total hours include time spent on negotiation, development, face-to-face teaching and evaluation.
�� total no. of students refers to the total number of students enrolled in subjects with integrated instruction in the faculty
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Figure 11: Broad overview of students receiving integrated instruction

student Details integration Details
subject total intl equity Campus hrs* Core primary focus

spring EESC�04 �92 �9 ��8 W/Sh/SC 55 Yes Academic literacy�

totaL 192 19 118 55

table 27: Curriculum-integrated activities in science 2005 

1. eesC104 - Extensive consultation with lecturer, redesign of assessment tasks and support tutorials, preparation /production of new  
 learning resources to support written assignments, co-teaching of tutorials supporting written assessment tasks.

Services	for	research	students

student  Details Details
subject total intl Campus hrs* Description

autumn/
spring

Chem/Biol Hons 6 � Wgong �5 Academic literacy�

Enviro/Geo Sc Hons 25 0 Wgong 22 Academic literacy2

totaL 31 1 37

table 28: services for research students in science 2005 

1. Chemistry/ Biology honours – Fortnightly workshops on thesis writing - demonstration of Science Honours website, modelling of  
 effective peer reviewing processes, intensive critique and support for students’ redrafting of thesis chapters
2.  earth and environmental science honours - Fortnightly workshops on thesis writing, involving demonstration of Science Honours  
 website, modelling of effective peer reviewing processes, intensive critique and support for students’ redrafting of thesis chapters

graduate school of Business

Overview

total no. of students** no. intl students no. equity students total hours
gsB 2005 927 90� �5 489 hours

� total hours include time spent on negotiation, development, face-to-face teaching and evaluation.
�� total no. of students refers to the total number of students enrolled in subjects with integrated instruction in the faculty.
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In 2005, Learning Development and faculty staff engaged in the development and delivery of discipline-
specific academic literacy and language instruction in one subject in the Graduate Business School. This 
instruction was delivered to a total of �0� students of which approximately 97% were international and �% 
were domestic students (see Figure �2 and Table 29 below).  Learning Development also provided a credit 
bearing subject (TBS985) for the MIB program (see Table �0), and a range of academic skills and English 
language seminars to SBS students (see Table ��).

Curriculum-integrated	instruction

Figure 12: Broad overview of students receiving integrated instruction

student Details integration details
subject total intl Campus hrs* Core primary focus

intake D TBS98� �0� �00 SBS �5 Yes Academic literacy & language�

totaL 103 100 15

table 29: Curriculum-integrated activities in gsB 2005 

1.  tBs981 - Developed and delivered a networked series of parallel workshops to back up assessment tasks (research report and essay)  
 following request by students and academic staff at the Sydney Business School (SBS).

Credit-bearing	subject

student Details Details
subject total intl equity Campus hrs* Description

all intakes TBS985 �05 284 �5 SBS �60 Academic literacy & language�

totaL 305 284 15 360

table 30: Credit-bearing subject in gsB 2005 

1. tBs985 - Developed teaching and learning resources for a core credit subject in MIB program ‘Communication for international  
 business. LD lecturers designed the subject, taught classes, devised assessment tasks, marking criteria and feedback (learning  
 journals, group projects with local businesses, annotated bibliographies, literature review, group report). LD lecturers also worked  
 to link the in-class material to parallel subjects, developed and maintained the subject’s WebCT site, and coordinated the other  
 lecturers teaching at SBS and main campus Wollongong. 

� total hours include time spent on negotiation, development, face-to-face teaching and evaluation.
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Services	for	all	students	at	SBS

student Details service Details
subject total intl Campus hrs* primary focus

all 
intakes

Academic Skills 
Language Seminars

5�9 5�9 SBS ��4
Academic literacy & language�

English Language2

totaL 519 519 114
�table 31: services for all students at sBs 2005 

1. academic skills seminars - Program of 8 seminars per intake for new cohort of international and local students (from academic  
 expectations, essay writing, report writing, developing a critical argument, effective referencing etc). These seminars, although  
 discipline specific, were necessarily fairly generic. Where possible, the topics and material were adapted to suit participating  
 students’ core subjects and assessment tasks.
2. Language Workshops - Program of 8 workshops per intake designed as a forum for students to peer review each other’s work, while  
 developing their conversation, presentation and class participation techniques. Teaching and learning material was adapted to  
 suit the participating students’ level and interest, with classes focusing on academic business vocabulary as well as addressing  
 common grammar and sentence level problems.

graduate school of medicine

Curriculum	development

subject Campus hrs* Description

spring All Wgong 25
Meetings and discussion about planned degree; analysis of current 
submission documents, written feedback about gaps in planning relevant 
to curriculum development and suggestions for further curriculum 
development relevant to tertiary literacy.

25

table 32: Curriculum development in gsm 2005 

Woolyungah indigenous Centre

Overview

total no. of students** no. intl students no. equity students total hours
WiC 2005 475 27� 24� 54 hours

In 2005, Learning Development and faculty staff engaged in the development and delivery of discipline-
specific academic literacy and language instruction in one subject in the Woolyungah Indigenous Centre. 
This instruction was delivered to a total of 475 students of which approximately 57% were international 
and 26% were equity students (see Figure �� and Table ��). Learning Development also engaged in the 
development of ABST�50, ABST200 and ABST�00 (see Table �4).

� total hours include time spent on negotiation, development, face-to-face teaching and evaluation.
�� total no. of students refers to the total number of students enrolled in subjects with integrated instruction in the faculty.
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Curriculum-integrated	instruction

Figure 13: Broad overview of students receiving integrated instruction

student details integration details
subject total intl equity Campus hrs* Core primary focus

autumn ABST�50 254 �70 4� All 8 Yes Academic literacy�

spring ABST�50 22� �0� 82 All 8 Yes Academic literacy�

totaL 475 271 123 16

table 33: Curriculum-integrated activities in wiC 2005 

1. aBst 150 autumn - Networked workshop on preparing for and writing an academic essay, analysing the question, research strategies;  
  spring - Networked workshop on preparing for and writing an academic essay, analysing the question, research strategies;  
   tutorial resource on essay structure, referencing, evaluating and using evidence.

Curriculum	development

subject Campus hrs* Description

autumn/
spring

ABST�50 All �6 Review of sequencing of assessment tasks

ABST200 All �9 Tertiary literacy review; sequencing of assessment tasks.

ABST�00 All �9 Tertiary literacy review; sequencing of assessment tasks.

38

table 34: Curriculum development in wiC 2005 

� total hours include time spent on negotiation, development, face-to-face teaching and evaluation.
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Quality review of faculty program

Learning Developers who have worked on the Faculty Program have used a number of measures to review 
and ensure the quality and efficacy of the program and its delivery. These measures include reviews with 
relevant faculty staff, student questionnaires and focus groups and text analysis. Details of some of these 
evaluations are provided at http://edsnet.cedir.uow.edu.au/ld_cases/ld_cases_new.aspx.

Because of the collaborative and embedded nature of these practices, there is significant complexity in 
measuring their success; however, this way of working has been researched in some depth in previous years, 
and has been found to be successful in meeting students’ learning needs (Skillen, Trivett, Merten & Percy, 
�998; Skillen, Trivett, Merten & Percy, �999; Hampton, Skillen, Russell & Trivett, 2004; James, Skillen, 
Percy, Tootell & Irvine, 2004). Our ongoing evaluations of these practices allow us to refine our practice, 
assess student satisfaction, and further develop our collaborative practice.

http://edsnet.cedir.uow.edu.au/ld_cases/ld_cases_new.aspx
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student program

Learning Development’s Student Program consists of individual consultations, workshops and seminars that 
are available to all on-shore enrolled UOW students, and on-line resources that are available to all enrolled 
on-shore and off-shore UOW students. The Student Program is a labour intensive but important part of 
the Learning Development program. It not only provides support for off-shore students and students using 
mixed-mode learning, but it also provides LD with a close connection to the student learning experience. 
This places LD in a unique position and enables LD to develop faculty-based practices that are relevant 
to students and their learning needs as well as to the academic literacy demands of the subject in which 
they are enrolled. This direct connection with the student learning experience across a range of faculties 
and contexts also allows LD to provide input to policy and practice at the wider university level. Table �5 
below provides a broad overview of the students reached and LD hours dedicated to the Student Program 
in 2005.

This section of the report begins with Table �5, an overview of the impact and resources allocated to the 
student program in 2005. The section is then broken into the following sub-sections: individual consultations, 
generic workshops, discipline specific workshops and on-line learning resources.

Student	Program	Components	Overview	

total
hours

total student
attendance

Downloads/
hits

individual Consultations 
(all on-shore locations)

1709.3 638

generic Workshops 
(all on-shore locations)

145.5 353

Discipline Specific Workshops 
(all locations except Wollongong)

134.5 > 696
also recorded in the Faculty 
based program section of 

this report

uniLearning
http://unilearning.uow.edu.au/

25 
developed prior 

to 2005

58801

Learning resources
http://learning.uow.edu.au/resources/ developed prior 

to 2005
11762

aaa
http://learning.uow.edu.au/triplea/ NA na

totals > 2014.3 > 1687 70563

table 35: Overview of impact and resources of student program Components

http://unilearning.uow.edu.au/
http://learning.uow.edu.au/resources/
http://learning.uow.edu.au/triplea/
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individual student Consultations

The benefits of individual consultations to the students are immediate and often very dramatic, and are 
reflected in greater understanding and strategic planning for current and future assignments. The intrinsic 
value of this practice for LD is the insight it provides into the various challenges to learning faced by our 
diverse student population. Data gathered from these consultations provides an important resource in the 
ongoing development of resources and programs at faculty and institutional levels.  

Student	consultations	hours	and	attendance	across	all	campuses

A total of 1709.3 hours were provided in individual consultations to a total of 638 students across all on-
shore locations, although the majority of consultations were provided at the Wollongong campus. A general 
overview of the hours provided for individual student consultations across all on-shore campuses and centres 
in 2005 is presented in Table �6. 

Individual	Consultations	by	location

Location
Consultation 

hours 
no. of 

students
Autumn Wollongong 674.25 260

Batemans Bay 8 4

Bega 8.�0 4

Loftus �7.�0 �6

Moss Vale 0 0

Shoalhaven 62.�5 28

The Sydney Business School (SBS) 24 ��

Autumn	TOTAL 794 323

Spring Wollongong 7�7.45 2��

Batemans Bay � �

Bega �5 6

Loftus �9.� �4

Moss Vale �5.� 9

Shoalhaven 92 �0

The Sydney Business School (SBS) ��.45 22

Spring	TOTAL 915.3 315

2005	TOTAL 1709.3 638

table 36: individual consultations all locations
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Analysis	by	faculty	-	all	locations

Students from all faculties accessed individual consultations. Students from the faculties of Commerce, 
Arts, Health and Behavioural Sciences, Education and Informatics were the main users of this particular LD 
service in 2005 (see Figure �4).

Consultations	by	faculty

Figure 14: individual consultations according to faculty - all locations

Analysis	according	to	level	of	study	-	all	locations

In 2005 undergraduate students from the faculties of Creative Arts, Arts, Engineering, Science and Health 
and Behavioural Sciences outnumbered postgraduate students. For the faculties of Commerce, Education, 
Informatics and Law, the reverse was true (see Figure �5).
 

 

Figure 15: individual consultations according to level of study - all locations
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Analysis	according	to	international/	domestic	status	-	all	locations

In 2005 321 international students and 317 domestic students accessed individual consultations. International 
students in the faculties of Commerce, Education, Informatics and Law accessed this service more than 
domestic students in those faculties (see Figure 16). This may be a reflection of the high percentages of 
international enrolments in Commerce and Informatics.

International	v	domestic

Figure 16:  individual consultations according to international / domestic status – all locations

A further analysis of international and domestic student use of this service according to their level of study 
indicates that at the undergraduate level, more domestic students access individual consultations than 
international students. The highest numbers of domestic undergraduate students accessing this service are 
studying in Arts, Commerce, Education, Engineering and Health and Behavioural Sciences while the highest 
number of international undergraduate students come from Arts, Commerce and Health and Behavioural 
Sciences (see Figure �7). 

Undergraduate	international	v	domestic

Figure 17: individual consultations according to undergraduate  international vs domestic access - all locations

In contrast to the undergraduate usage shown above, at the postgraduate level significfantly more international 
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students access individual consultations than domestic students. The highest numbers of international 
postgraduate students using this service come from Commerce and Education (see Figure �8).

Postgraduate	international	v	domestic

Figure 18: individual consultations according to undergraduate  international vs domestic access - all locations

Quality	review	of	individual	consultations

Evaluations of individual consultations were conducted during two separate weeks in each session in 2005. 
All students attending a consultation at each location during those weeks were asked to complete an 
evaluation of their session. A summary of the student responses, �54 in total, is provided in relation to 
three areas: usefulness of consultation, relevancy of consultation, and LDL’s expertise in conducting the 
consultation (see Figures �9 - 2� respectively). Students were asked to rate each of these areas on a scale 
of �-7, � being least useful and 7 being most useful. Student evaluations in relation to each of these three 
areas were overwhelmingly positive.

	Usefulness	of	the	consultation	

Figure 19: usefulness rating
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Relevance	of	consultation	to	an	individual’s	academic	work	

Figure 20: relevance rating

Perception	of	lecturers’	expertise

Figure 21: Lecturers’ expertise rating

Workshops

Workshops are an important part of the Learning Development student program and are available to all 
students at on-shore locations each session. generic workshops on various aspects of academic literacy and 
language provide a forum for students to address many of their academic learning needs. The learning and 
teaching resources used in these workshops are continually being revised and developed in response to the 
needs and interests of students and survey data gathered from participants informs LD programs at the 
faculty and institutional level. Learning Development also delivers a thesis writing seminar series for higher 
degree research students each semester in conjunction with the Research Student Centre. Generic workshop 
provision and attendance for each location are detailed in Tables 4� to 48.
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Generic	Workshops

Wollongong	campus,	2005

Workshop
no. of 

deliveries
attendance hours

autumn Academic Vocabulary 2 8 2
Speaking and Listening in Class � �0 5
Oral Presentations � 9 4
Advanced Conversation � �5 5
Listening to and Speaking Everyday English � 8 5
Pronunciation � �4 �
Grammar 2 7 �0
Reading Strategies � 5 �
Essay Writing 2 �8 �0
Essay v Report Writing � � �
Effective Referencing 2 �4 4
Exam Preparation 2 �7 2
Thesis Writing � �� 9

spring Study Skills � 24 �
Speaking and Listening in Class � 5 4
Advanced Conversation � � 4
Pronunciation � �0 2
Grammar � 6 4
Online Communication � 6 2
Reading Strategies � 24 �
Critical Reading for Assignments � 8 2
Academic Vocabulary � �7 �
Basic Essay Writing � 8 4
Advanced Essay Writing � 4 4
Report Writing � �� 2
Essay v Report Writing � �0 �
Exam Preparation � 5 �
Thesis Writing � 2� 9

totaL 301 107 hours

table 37: wollongong campus generic workshop hours and attendance

Shoalhaven	campus,	2005

Workshop no. of deliveries attendance hours
autumn All Autumn workshops discipline-specific NA NA NA
spring Essay writing; Report writing � �0 8

Online communication skills � 8 4
Study skills � 7 2
Exam preparation � 9 2

totaL 34  16 hours

table 38: shoalhaven campus generic workshop hours and attendance
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Batemans	Bay	Education	Centre,	2005

Workshop no. of deliveries attendance hours
autumn Orientation LD Workshop � NA �

Presentation Skills � NA �
Essay Writing (Arts/Commerce) � NA 2.5
Exam Preparation/ Techniques   (Arts/Commerce) � NA �

spring Presentation Skills (Arts/Commerce) � NA �
Essay Writing � (Arts/Commerce) � NA �
 Essay Writing 2 (Arts/Commerce) � NA �
Exam Preparation/ Techniques (Arts/Commerce) � NA �

totaL 9.5 hours

table 39: Batemans Bay generic workshop hours and attendance

Bega	Education	Centre,	2005

Workshop no. of deliveries attendance hours
autumn Study skills/ Time management (Nursing) � NA �

Presentation Skills (Arts/Commerce) � NA �
Essay Writing � (Arts/Commerce) � NA �
Essay Writing 2 (Arts/Commerce) � NA �
Essay Writing � (Nursing) � NA �
Essay Writing 2 (Nursing) � NA �
Essay Writing � (Nursing) � NA �
Exam Preparation/ Techniques (Nursing) � NA �
Exam Preparation/ Techniques (Arts/Commerce) � NA �

spring Essay Writing � (Arts/Commerce) � NA �
Essay Writing 2 (Arts/Commerce) � NA �
Study Issues (Nursing) � NA �
Exam Preparation/ Techniques � NA �

totaL 13 hours

table 40: Bega generic workshop hours and attendance

Loftus	Education	Centre,	2005

Workshop no. of deliveries attendance hours
autumn Reading Strategies � 2 �

Oral presentations � � �
Essay Writing � � �

spring Essay Writing � 2 �
totaL 8 6 hours

table 41: loftus generic workshop hours and attendance

Moss	Vale	Education	Centre,	2005

Workshop no. of deliveries attendance hours
autumn Academic Writing 2 �2 4

Reading Strategies 2 9 4
Writing, editing and exam preparation 2 �0 4

spring Study Skills � 7 �
Exam Techniques � 6 �

totaL 44 12 hours

table 42: moss vale generic workshop hours and attendance
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Quality	review	of	generic	workshops

Generic workshops at each location were systematically reviewed though a process of both qualitative and 
quantitative student evaluations and review of attendances. Averages of evaluation responses to a sample of 
quantitative questions that formed part of the evaluation across all locations are provided in Table 49. The 
questions were:

How well did learning objectives address your needs?
To what extent were your expectations met? 
How useful did you find the learning resources (eg presentation materials, handouts, tasks)?

Students were asked to rate each of these areas on a scale of �-7, � being lowest score, 7 being the 
highest.

Review	of	generic	workshops	all	locations	

autumn 05 Workshops Q1 Q2 Q3
Academic Vocabulary 5.75 5.75 5.75
Speaking and Listening in Class 5.78 5.8 6.�
Oral Presentations 6 5.7 5.9
Advanced Conversation 5.88 5.7 6.�
Listening to and Speaking Everyday English 6 5 6
Pronunciation 6 5.7 6.2
Grammar A 5 5.� 5.5
Grammar B 6 6.� 6.7
Reading Strategies 5.2 4.8 5.4
Essay Writing A 5.2� 5.5 5.8
Essay Writing B 6 5.� 5.8
Essay v Report Writing 6 7 6
Effective Referencing 5.6 5.6 5.9
Exam Preparation 5.5 5.4 5.6
spring 05 Workshops
Study Skills 5.6� 5.5 5.5
Speaking and Listening in Class 5.67 5.7 6.0
Advanced Conversation 6.�� 5.7 6.�
Pronunciation 5.45 5.� 5.9
Grammar 6.0 5.8 6.4
Online Communication 5.25 5.� 5.5
Reading Strategies 4.�6 4.2 4.7
Critical Reading for Assignments 5.6� 5.4 5.5
Academic Vocabulary 5.44 5.4 5.6
Basic Essay Writing 5.6� 5.5 6.4
Advanced Essay Writing 5.25 5.� 5.5
Report Writing 5.67 5.4 5.�
Essay v Report Writing 5.�6 5.5 5.4
Exam Preparation 5.82 5.5 6.0

table 43: sample of student evaluations of generic workshops

�.
2.
�.
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Discipline-specific Workshops

In addition to generic workshops, LD provided discipline specific workshops at a number of locations in 
2005. At the Sydney Business School, the workshops and seminars are negotiated, designed and delivered 
independent of faculty staff, but the content is specific to the disciplinary context (see Table 44). At the 
Education Centres and the Shoalhaven campus discipline specific workshops can either be: the result of an 
approach made to LD for a ‘tailor-made’ workshop by a group of students preparing for a particular assessment 
task in a subject; or an adaptation of - or addition to - curriculum-integrated workshops delivered on either 
the main campus or via the subject WebCT site. In the case of the latter, the workshop is developed with 
faculty involvement and may involve team teaching with the subject tutor. These workshops are reported in 
Tables 45- 48 below with subject codes attached. There may be some crossover in reporting in this section 
with curriculum-integrated instruction reported in the Faculty Program section of this report.

The	Sydney	Business	School,	2005

Workshop no. of deliveries attendance hours
intake a Academic Skills seminars 7 

On average 
2 hrs 
per 

workshop

intake a Language workshops 7 Total A �65 
intake B Academic Skills seminars 7 
intake B Language workshops 7 Total B �2�
intake C Academic Skills seminars 7 
intake C Language workshops 7 Total C �0�
intake D Academic Skills seminars 7 
intake D Language workshops 7 Total D �28

totaL 519 114 hours

Table 44: SBS discipline specific workshop hours and attendance

Shoalhaven	Campus,	2005

Workshop no. of deliveries attendance hours
autumn CCS�05: Essay Writing � �2 �.5

ARTS��2: Critical reading/ critical thinking � �5 2
EDUF���: Essay Writing � �6 �

totaL 43  4.5 hours

Table 45: Shoalhaven discipline specific workshop hours and attendance

Batemans	Bay	Education	Centre,	2005

Workshop no. of deliveries attendance hours
autumn/ 
spring

EESC�04: report Writing follow-up + session on 
academic/ professional style 2 NA 4

totaL 4 hours

Table 46: Batemans Bay discipline specific workshop hours and attendance
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Bega	Education	Centre,	2005

Workshop no. of deliveries attendance hours
autumn/ 
spring

EESC�04: report Writing follow-up + session on 
academic/ professional style 2 NA 4

totaL 4 hours

Table 47: Bega discipline specific workshop hours and attendance

Loftus	Education	Centre,	2005

Workshop no. of deliveries attendance hours
autumn MGMT��0: Exam preparation and techniques � �5 �

EDUF���: Referencing � 22 �
EDUF���: Poster production � �7 �
EDUF204: Tutorial presentations � �� �
EDUF204: Tutorial papers � �6 �
EDUT�0�: Writing a literature review 2 4 2
EDUT�0�: Writing a research report � �6 �

spring EDUF2�2: Tutorial presentation, Annotated 
bibliographies and media analysis

� �8 �

EDUF2�2: Considered standpoint essay 2 �5 2
totaL 134  12 hours

Table 48: Loftus discipline specific workshop hours and attendance

Quality review of discipline specific workshops

Discipline specific workshops at some locations were reviewed though a process of both qualitative and 
quantitative student evaluations in 2005. Averages of evaluation responses to a sample of quantitative 
questions that formed part of evaluations at Loftus and Moss Vale are provided in Table 49. The questions 
were:

How well did learning objectives address your needs?      
To what extent were your expectations met? 
How useful did you find the learning resources (eg presentation materials, handouts, tasks)?

Students were asked to rate each of these areas on a scale of �-7, � being lowest score, 7 being the 
highest. 

�.
2.
�.
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Review of discipline specific workshops- Moss Vale and Loftus

moss vale Q1 Q2 Q3
EESC�04 (report) 5.56 5.5 5.6
Loftus Q� Q2 Q�
ACCY�00 (BBA) 5.6 5.6 5.�
ACCY�00 (Hosp) 5.25 5.4 5.4
MGMT��0 (exam preparation) 5.88 6.� 5.4
EDUF��� (essay) 4.95 4.9 5.�
EDUF��� (referencing) 5.�7 5.2 5.5
EDUF��� (poster) 5.6� 5.5 5.7
EDUF204 (lesson plans assignment) 4.42 4.2 �.5
EDUF204 (tutorial paper) 5.�� 5.� �.9
EDUF 2�2 (considered standpoint assignment) 4.�� 4.7 5.5
EDUT�0� (presentation) 5.5 5.5 5.8
EDUT�0� (literature review) 5.5 5.5 5.5
EDUT �0� (poster) 5.89 6 6.�

Table 49: Sample of student evaluations of discipline specific workshops-Moss Vale and Loftus
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online study resources for students

Online study resources provide an important supplement to faculty-based practices, generic workshops and 
individual consultations. Importantly, these resources are available to all students including those studying 
off-shore or in blended learning and teaching contexts. In 2005, Learning Development’s primary online 
resources for all students were uniLearning http://unilearning.uow.edu.au, the downloadable learning resources 
available at http://learning.uow.edu.au/resources/, and iLip http://www.uow.edu.au/student/attributes/ilip/ 
(in conjunction with the Library). For the South Coast and Southern Highlands students, the Learning 
Developers at the Centres facilitate student use of the triple a site http://learning.uow.edu.au/triplea/. For 
research students, thesis Writing resources developed by LD are available on the Research Student Centre 
website at http://www.uow.edu.au/research/rsc/student/thesis/resources/, and the science honours website, 
http://www.uow.edu.au/science/honours/. The heLp site http://learning.uow.edu.au/HELP/ for use with/by 
international students in targeted subjects was under development in 2005 and trialed in TBS985.

The	UniLearning	website
http://unilearning.uow.edu.au

uniLearning was again used extensively 
by many UOW students and staff as 
well as students and academic staff 
from other institutions in 2005. The 
site received a total of 58801 hits in 
2005, with Report Writing and Essay 
Writing being the most popular (see 
Table 50 for the most frequently visited 
pages in 2005). Student feedback 
about the site indicates that students 
in other states of Australia and from 
countries as far away as Nigeria have 
used the site and found it helpful. Staff  
from Australian institutions, such as  
The Australian Maritime College, and 
from international institutions such as 

Henley Management College in New Zealand, the University of Calgary in Canada, the University of Dublin 
(Trinity College) in Ireland, and the University of Wales (Newport), the University of Coventry and Maritime 
Greenwich College in the UK have also visited the site and found it a useful learning resource for themselves 
and their students. See Appendix A for Top �0 hits on site per month.

Most	frequently	visited	UniLearning	pages,	2005

yearly total hits
Report Writing �747�
Essay Writing 9857
Critical Thinking 6�00
Reading 60�8
Writing Sentences 5466
Academic Writing 509�
Notetaking 4848
Effective Writing �928

total for year 58801
table 50: unilearning: most frequently visited pages in 2005

Figure 22: unilearning website

http://unilearning.uow.edu.au/
http://learning.uow.edu.au/resources/
http://www.uow.edu.au/student/attributes/ilip/
http://learning.uow.edu.au/triplea/
http://www.uow.edu.au/research/rsc/student/thesis/resources/
http://www.uow.edu.au/science/honours/
http://learning.uow.edu.au/HELP/
http://unilearning.uow.edu.au/
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Downloadable	learning	resources
http://learning.uow.edu.au/resources/

From our range of 
downloadable learning 
resources, a total of 
11,762 PDF resources 
on a range of academic 
issues were downloaded 
in 2005. The most 
popular resource was 
Critical Thinking. Table 
5� below provides an 
overview of downloads 
according to topic. 
Appendix B details 
downloads on a month-
by-month basis.

Resource	downloads

yearly total Downloads
Critical Thinking 2�79
Referencing �667
Essay Writing ��7�
Study For Examinations ��54
Taking Notes In Lectures 899
Report Writing 878
Time Management 678
Academic Writing 5��
Annotated Model Of Disciplinary Essays 46�
Cohesive Writing 452
Editing Your Assignments 452
Other Types Of Writing �8�
Writing A Synopsis �56
Research & Thesis Writing 297

total for year 11762

table 51: Online study resources download details per topic, 2005

Figure 23: Online study resources website

http://learning.uow.edu.au/resources/
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ILIP
http://www.uow.edu.au/student/attributes/ilip/

Two modules of the Statistical Literacy package 
were made available during 2005 and one new 
module on Evaluating and Using Information 
became available from January 2006 for all UOW 
students at all locations as part of the information 
Literacies introductory program (iLip).

Triple	A
http://learning.uow.edu.au/triplea/

triple a is an online Learning Development resource 
designed specifically for students enrolled at the 
Education Centres and Shoalhaven campus. All 
students enrolled in flexibly delivered courses at 
the Education Centres were automatically enrolled 
in Triple A in 2005.

No data was available for student usage in 2005 
at the time of writing of this report.

Thesis	Writing	Resources
http://www.uow.edu.au/research/rsc/student/thesis/resources/

thesis Writing resources is a discrete site 
available on the Research Student Centre website 
that includes downloadable PDF resources on 
topics ranging from research methodologies, 
research proposals, thesis structure and writing 
persuasively. These are complemented by a range 
of disciplinary exemplars.

No data was available for student usage in 2005 
at the time of writing of this report.

Figure 24: ilip development details

Figure 25: triple a website

Figure 26: thesis writing resources website

http://www.uow.edu.au/student/attributes/ilip/
http://learning.uow.edu.au/triplea/
http://learning.uow.edu.au/resources/
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Science	Honours
http://www.uow.edu.au/science/honours/

The science honours website has been progressively 
developed over a number of years through a 
collaboration between Science and Learning 
Development staff. This site is now complete and 
available to all Honours Students in Science. As 
a resource it is used by academic staff, Learning 
Development lecturers and students as a focal 
point for discussions around the process and 
product of research in the Honours degree.

No data was available for student usage in 2005 
at the time of writing of this report.

HELP
http://learning.uow.edu.au/HELP/

The higher education Language program (heLp) is 
aimed at supporting the language development 
of international students, particularly at the 
postgraduate level. HELP is linked to specific 
subjects and was used in TBS985 in 2005. It 
is  currently under development for use in other 
subjects.

No data was available for student usage in 2005 
at the time of writing of this report.

Figure 28: Help development details

Figure 27: science Honours website

http://www.uow.edu.au/science/honours/
http://learning.uow.edu.au/HELP/
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governance

The governance activities undertaken by Learning Development lecturers at school, department, faculty and 
university level contribute to the overall educational quality of the university. LD brings its experience of 
working with a wide range of undergraduate and postgraduate students in a variety of contexts and the full 
range of faculties to policy discussions and working parties.

Contributions to university level committees, working parties and projects

LD is represented in most key working parties, teaching and learning committees, sub committees and 
policy-making committees at the institutional level along with a number of other committees related to 
workloads, probation and promotion, and industrial relations. In 2005, LD lecturers contributed to the 
following:

university Learning and teaching Committees and senate

In 2005, LD lecturers contributed to Senate and the university learning and teaching committees indicated 
in Table 52.

uoW 
committee sub-committee

Working parties of sub-
committee

senate

ueC Equity & Student Support Student equity project- support 
for S. Coast and S Highlands, 

Indigenous students
Education Policy Review Attributes of a quality learning 

experience
Quality Assurance

e-Learning and Teaching Student support in e-Learning
e-Portfolio  working party of 

e-LTS
uiC International Studies and Alliances Committee

Language and International Student Support 
Committee (LISSC)

Policy on academic language

table 52: ld representation to senate and university learning and teaching committees

Workloads, probation and promotion, industrial relations Committees

Academic Probation Committee
Academic Staff Development Committee
Appeals Committee – Failed Promotions, continuing appointments
Enterprise Bargaining Committee
NTEU local branch, State and National Council
UOW OH&S Committee
UOW Staff Disputes Committee
UOW Workload Committee

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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education Centres, sydney Business school, Campus Committees

LD provides programs on all Education Centres, the Sydney Business School and the Shoalhaven Campus. 
There are LD representatives on the following campus and centre committees:

Academic Development Board, Graduate Business School
Loftus Education Centre Steering Committee
South Coast & Southern Highlands Sub-committee

support for educational strategies Development funded (esDf) projects 

Learning Development supported the following ESDF projects in 2005 through involvement as reference 
group members:

  developing research readiness for Honours and ma (research students) in the Faculty of arts - a 
pilot subject for history and politics and Capstrans 

 rebecca albury & Lenore Lyons

 project for the enhancement of learning and teaching at the university of wollongong in dubai 
 Lejla vrazalic & Lois smith

Contributions to faculty level committees, working parties and projects

faculty education Committees (feCs)

LD is represented on this standing committee in every faculty.

faculty Quality reviews and Working parties

LD works with faculty to address particular teaching and learning issues within a program. In 2005, LD 
contributed to the following:

Arts-South Coast & Southern Highlands Arts Sub-committee
Arts-Tertiary Literacies Working Party
Commerce-Graduate Attributes Working Party 
Engineering-Curriculum Review Committee 
Informatics-Qual�0�
Informatics-Tertiary Literacies Working Party
Law-First Year Working Party 

other faculty/ Department Level Committees

Faculty of Arts and Student Services OH&S Committee.
Student Services and CEDIR Workload Committee

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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research

Learning Development’s priority research areas are student learning, academic literacy and language 
development. Research both supports and reflects the work of LD at the University of Wollongong. In 
addition, some Learning Developers maintain a research interest in other discipline areas.

Contributions to university wide research projects

A number of Learning Developers continued to be active contributors to the research projects of The Centre 
for Research in Language and Literacy (CRILL) throughout 2005. CRILL is a cross-campus initiative, bringing 
together researchers from the Faculties of Arts and Education, Learning Development, and Wollongong 
University College with an interest in investigating issues in language and literacy from a sociocultural 
perspective http://www.uow.edu.au/educ/research/CRILL/

LD publications 2005

James, B & McInnes, D 2005, ‘‘The Truth is out there’- issues and challenges from a critical discourse 
approach to academic writing pedagogy’, in M Labarta Postigo (ed.), approaches to Critical discourse 
analysis [CD-ROM] Universitat de Valencia, Servei de Publicacions, Valencia, Spain.

Kriflik, L & Kriflik, G forthcoming, ‘A World of flux requires information literacies in the community and 
workplace’, international journal of learning, http://ijl.cgpublisher.com/
 
Kriflik, G & Kriflik, L submitted, ‘Integrating information and content literacy: a case study of postgraduate 
learning’, international journal of learning, http://ijl.cgpublisher.com/

McInnes, D & James, B forthcoming 2006, ‘Critical discourse analysis in academic writing pedagogy: More 
reflexive considerations’, ‘Quaderns de Filologia, Valencia, Spain.

Percy, A & Stirling, J 2005, ‘Representation for (Re)Invention’, in S Milnes, G Craswell, V Rao, & A 
Bartlett (eds.), Critiquing and reflecting: LAS profession and practice, Australian National University Press, 
Canberra.

Skillen, J forthcoming, ‘Teaching Academic Writing from the ‘Centre’ in Australian Universities’, in L. 
Ganobscik-Williams (ed.), teaching academic writing in uk Higher education: theories, practices and 
models, universities into the 21st Century series, Palgrave Macmillan, Houndmills, UK.

Stirling, J & Percy, A 2005, ‘Truth Games / Truth Claims’, in S Milnes, G Craswell, V Rao, & A Bartlett (eds.), 
Critiquing and Reflecting: LAS Profession and Practice, Australian National University Press, Canberra.

LD Conference presentations 2005

Blythman, M, Bräuer, G, Mullin, J, Ryan, L, Richards, R, Stassen, I, Boeschoten, V & Skillen, J June 2005, 
Communication Strategies: Convincing the Institution, Academics, and Students of the Value of Writing 
Support, paper presented at �rd Conference of the European Association for the Teaching of Academic 
Writing: Teaching Writing Online and Face to Face, Athens, Greece.

Chatterjee, M December 2005, Language, identity, intertextuality, Bakhtin, Ivanic and I: Framing a theoretical 
framework chapter, paper presented at the Eighth International Conference on Contemporary Theory, 2005, 
Mangalore, India.

http://www.uow.edu.au/educ/research/CRILL/
http://ijl.cgpublisher.com/
http://ijl.cgpublisher.com/
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Chen, H, Derewianka, B & James, B July 2005, Self-representation of graduate students in academic 
writing, paper presented at the 2005 International Systemic Functional Congress, Sydney.

Percy, A & Stirling, J November 2005, Representations for (Re)invention, paper presented at the Language 
and Academic Skills National Conference, Canberra.

Percy, A, Skillen, J & James, B July 2005, Dreaming of the future: the integrative role of the LAS academic, 
paper presented at the 2005 International HERDSA Conference, Sydney.

Purser, E November 2005, Language HELP, poster presented at the Language and Academic Skills in 
Higher Education Conference, Canberra.

Stirling, J & Percy, A November 2005, Truth Games / Truth Claims, paper presented at the Language and 
Academic Skills National Conference, Canberra.

Stirling, J & Percy, A July 2005, Groundless fears? Flawed perceptions? The place of the academic skills 
advisor in today’s university, paper presented at the 2005 International HERDSA Conference, Sydney.

Stirling, J April 2005, Schizophrenia and Media Performativity: the case of Cornelia Rau, paper presented 
at the Society for Cinema and Media Studies Annual Conference, London.

Walker, R May 2005, The Image is itself the speech, paper presented at the American Literature Association 
(ALA), Boston.

phD awards 2005

Brigham, S 2005, ‘Limitations of Reason and Liberation of Absurdity’, PhD Thesis, University of 
Wollongong.

Kriflick, L 2005, ‘Food for Thought: Consumer Perspectives of the Environmental Health Impact of Food 
Choices’, PhD Thesis, University of Wollongong.

Walker, R 2005, ‘Modernism out of synch’, PhD Thesis, University of Sydney.
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Contributions to the profession and the Community

Contributions to the association for academic Language and Learning (aaLL)

As part of its contribution to the professional national body of Language and Academic Skills  (LAS) advisors, 
renamed AALL in November 2005, LD hosted the NSW/ACT Language and Academic Skills Advisors 
seminar in August 2005. Over �0 LAS advisors from universities in NSW, ACT and Queensland attended 
a very successful seminar. Andrea Lunsford, Professor of English and Director of the Program in Writing 
and Rhetoric, Stanford University was the keynote speaker. An LD representative was also a member of 
the national steering committee to oversee the formation of the newly formed Association for Academic 
Language and Learning (AALL) national professional body.

Contributions to the international community

LD representatives met and consulted with visiting academic staff from Thailand: Associate Professor Dr. 
Somdech Sittipongpitaya, Vice-President for Services, Sukhothai Thammathirat at the Open University 
(STOU); and from Malaysia: Assoc. Prof. M. Z. Kamsah, Deputy Dean (Advancement of Teaching and 
Learning) Centre for Teaching and Learning at Universiti Teknologi Malaysia.

external reviews

JUTLP Editorial Board Membership
JUTLP Peer Reviews
LAS Biennial Conference Proceedings Review
HERDSA Peer Reviews

invited presentations

Learning Developers presented at a number of community and professional fora including:

“Learning Communities”: Initiative of the Bega Shire Council. Participation in a day-long seminar 
event at the Bega Shire Council; active member of the “Learning Communities” committee. 
“Springboard Women's Mentoring Program”: Department of Local Government, Nowra. Keynote 
speaker at a day-long seminar.
“Lifelong learning: The challenges of transition”: Workshop with adult learners as part of the TAFE 
Outreach program, Bomaderry TAFE. Teaching / workshop session with follow-up consultations on 
the course’s WebCT site.
“My integration journey”: Invited presentation at an in-service workshop for CSU Learning Skills 
staff, 29-�0th November, 2005 at CSU Bathurst.
Presentation of prizes on behalf of UOW (Moss Vale campus) at Bowral High School Awards Night.

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
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Conclusion

Learning Development has continued throughout 2005 to realise the University’s policy goals and our own 
key objectives: developing the graduate attributes; supporting student learning; supporting international 
students’ development of context-specific language skills; assisting faculties and individual staff with design 
and review of subjects; providing professional development opportunities for discipline academics; and 
supporting the transition, progress and retention of equity students. The first two objectives have been met 
by providing a wide range of services and resources direct to the student body though our Student Program. 
In the Faculty Program, we have been able to work efficiently and effectively to meet all the objectives by 
collaborating with discipline staff within curricula. Working in this way has allowed us to provide instruction 
to over five thousand students, as well as provide support and development for discipline staff and their 
curricula. In our governance roles, we have contributed to the development of policy as well as practice in 
a range of areas across the university and have made valuable contributions to research in our field and to 
the profession and the community.

In 2006, Learning Development will continue to implement the University’s Learning and Teaching Strategic 
Plan through our Student and Faculty Program.  In response to growing concern about plagiarism, we plan 
to specifically target plagiarism as a teaching and learning issue and will highlight how our Programs are 
able to, and indeed already do, assist both staff and students with this issue by promoting awareness and 
taking an educative approach to academic integrity and the avoidance of plagiarism. One example is a 
course-wide project in the Department of Nursing designed to ensure that students develop the skills and 
attitudes to help them avoid plagiarism. Learning Development plans to continue to expand this work with 
other faculties. Other major teaching and learning projects that we will be involved with are: the course-
wide review and development processes in the Master of Professional Accounting, the Early Childhood and 
Primary Education Degree, the Bachelor of Laws and the new Medical Degree; and the faculty-wide Science 
Research and Professional Skills Development Project.
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Learning Development staff

administration & administrative support staff

associate professor greg hampton Head of Student Services

felicity Cuninghame
Lindy Darling

Administrative Assistants

Learning Development Lecturers

Bronwyn James Senior Lecturer
2005 Learning Development Coordinator

Dr steve Brigham Lecturer
Bega and Batemans Bay Education Centres

meeta Chatterjee Associate Lecturer 
English Language Specialist 
Wollongong Campus

Dr madeleine strong Cincotta Senior Fellow (Volunteer)
Wollongong Campus

Joanne Dearlove Lecturer
Loftus Education Centre

Kim Draisma Senior Lecturer
Wollongong Campus

Dr heather Jamieson Associate Lecturer
Wollongong Campus  

Dr Lynda Kriflik Lecturer 
Graduate Attributes Coordinator
Wollongong Campus

paul moore Lecturer
Wollongong Campus

alisa percy Lecturer
Wollongong Campus

emily purser Lecturer 
English Language Specialist 
Wollongong Campus

grace richard Lecturer (Casual)
Wollongong Campus

Dr Celeste rossetto Associate Lecturer 
Moss Vale Education Centre

Dr Jan skillen Senior Lecturer
Wollongong Campus

Dr Jeannette stirling Lecturer 
Shoalhaven Campus

Dr ruth Walker Lecturer
Graduate School of Business, Wollongong Campus
Sydney Business School, Sydney

Denis Whitfield Lecturer (Casual)
Wollongong Campus
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appendices

appendix a: top 10 hits on uniLearning website

feb-05 hits mar-05 hits
Report Writing 794 Essay Writing ��55
Essay Writing 650 Report Writing �05�
Critical Thinking 5�2 Critical Thinking 6�2
Writing Sentences 408 Reading 600
Reading �95 Academic Writing 547
Effective Writing �8� Writing Sentences 5�2
Academic Writing �74 Effective Writing 475
Notetaking �65 Notetaking ���
total for february 3879 total for march 5323

apr-05 hits may-05 hits
Report Writing �777 Report Writing �584
Essay Writing 95� Essay Writing 770
Academic Writing 452 Academic Writing 470
Critical Thinking 420 Reading 44�
Notetaking 408 Writing Sentences 4�9
Writing Sentences 40� Critical Thinking �74
Reading �70 Notetaking 286
Effective Writing 292 Effective Writing 254
total for april 5073 total for may 4598

Jun-05 hits Jul-05 hits
Report Writing �05� Report Writing 874
Essay Writing 548 Essay Writing 567
Critical Thinking �87 Critical Thinking 47�
Reading �45 Reading �82
Notetaking �42 Notetaking �47
Writing Sentences ��2 Effective Writing ��7
Academic Writing 294 Writing Sentences �05
Effective Writing 2�8 Academic Writing 295
total for June 3497 total for July 3558

aug-05 hits sep-05 hits
Report Writing �2�9 Report Writing �674
Essay Writing 99� Essay Writing ���2
Reading 8�7 Critical Thinking 674
Critical Thinking 56� Writing Sentences 620
Academic Writing 46� Reading 6�5
Writing Sentences 450 Notetaking 546
Notetaking 420 Academic Writing 474
Effective Writing 297 Effective Writing �99
total for august 5238 total for september 6134
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oct-05 hits nov-05 hits
Report Writing 2405 Report Writing 289�
Essay Writing �2�6 Writing Sentences 590
Reading 682 Critical Thinking 57�
Critical Thinking 62� Reading 497
Writing Sentences 607 Notetaking 464
Notetaking 559 Essay Writing 452
Academic Writing 44� Academic Writing 4�2
Effective Writing �09 Effective Writing �54
total for october 6842 total for november 6233

Dec-05 hits Jan-06 hits
Report Writing 290� Report Writing 2�2�
Essay Writing 656 Essay Writing 767
Academic Writing 524 Reading 520
Reading �74 Critical Thinking 506
Critical Thinking �69 Writing Sentences 504
Notetaking �67 Notetaking 4��
Writing Sentences ��6 Effective Writing �86
Effective Writing 246 Academic Writing �45
total for December 5753 total for January 5564
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appendix B: monthly breakdown of downloaded learning resources

online study resources - 2005 - http://learning.uow.edu.au/resources/ top 10

feb-05 Downloads mar-05 Downloads
Critical Thinking 2�� Critical Thinking 550
Taking Notes In Lectures 2�9 Referencing �99
Referencing �56 Essay Writing ��8
Essay Writing �50 Taking Notes In Lectures �94
Report Writing ��� Report Writing �82
Study For Examinations �06 Time Management �7�
Time Management �06 Study For Examinations �52
Academic Writing 96 Academic Writing �25
Editing Your Assignments 60 Editing Your Assignments �0�
Annotated Model Of Disciplinary Essays 54 Other Types Of Writing 9�
Cohesive Writing 44 Annotated Model Of Disciplinary Essays 88
Research & Thesis Writing �9 Cohesive Writing 78
Other Types Of Writing �4 Research & Thesis Writing 66
Writing A Synopsis �4 Writing A Synopsis 65
total for february 1442 total for march 2582

apr-05 Downloads may-05 Downloads
Critical Thinking �87 Study For Examinations 246
Referencing �44 Critical Thinking �64
Essay Writing 2�2 Referencing �50
Cohesive Writing �7� Report Writing 94
Study For Examinations �29 Essay Writing 57
Writing A Synopsis �08 Taking Notes In Lectures �7
Report Writing �00 Time Management ��
Time Management 92 Other Types Of Writing �0
Annotated Model Of Disciplinary Essays 88 Writing A Synopsis 26
Editing Your Assignments 85 Editing Your Assignments 20
Taking Notes In Lectures 80 Academic Writing �8
Academic Writing 66 Annotated Model Of Disciplinary Essays �8
Other Types Of Writing 47 Cohesive Writing �6
Research & Thesis Writing 45 Research & Thesis Writing �5
total for april 1976 total for may 922

http://learning.uow.edu.au/resources/
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Jun-05 Downloads Jul-05 Downloads
Study For Examinations ��� Critical Thinking �20
Critical Thinking 59 Taking Notes In Lectures �49
Referencing 59 Essay Writing 89
Essay Writing 4� Study For Examinations 8�
Time Management 26 Referencing 82
Research & Thesis Writing �9 Time Management 80
Academic Writing �8 Academic Writing 7�
Report Writing �8 Report Writing 66
Annotated Model Of Disciplinary Essays �5 Editing Your Assignments 49
Writing A Synopsis �� Other Types Of Writing 46
Editing Your Assignments �2 Cohesive Writing �5
Other Types Of Writing �2 Annotated Model Of Disciplinary Essays �5
Taking Notes In Lectures �� Research & Thesis Writing 27
Cohesive Writing �0 Writing A Synopsis 2�
total for June 444 total for July 1153

aug-05 Downloads sep-05 Downloads
Critical Thinking �90 Referencing �20
Referencing 200 Essay Writing 97
Report Writing �70 Critical Thinking 9�
Taking Notes In Lectures 9� Annotated Model Of Disciplinary Essays 9�
Essay Writing 8� Study For Examinations 89
Other Types Of Writing 58 Report Writing 67
Study For Examinations 54 Academic Writing 5�
Time Management 44 Time Management 46
Editing Your Assignments 44 Taking Notes In Lectures 45
Academic Writing 4� Editing Your Assignments 42
Writing A Synopsis �5 Cohesive Writing ��
Annotated Model Of Disciplinary Essays �4 Writing A Synopsis �0
Research & Thesis Writing 26 Other Types Of Writing 25
Cohesive Writing 24 Research & Thesis Writing 2�
total for august 1292 total for september 848

oct-05 Downloads nov-05 Downloads
Referencing �04 Study For Examinations 59
Study For Examinations 8� Critical Thinking 52
Essay Writing 54 Essay Writing �6
Critical Thinking 4� Time Management 24
Report Writing �6 Referencing 2�
Time Management �2 Report Writing 22
Taking Notes In Lectures 22 Taking Notes In Lectures �9
Other Types Of Writing 20 Cohesive Writing �7
Academic Writing �7 Research & Thesis Writing �6
Editing Your Assignments �7 Editing Your Assignments �5
Annotated Model Of Disciplinary Essays �5 Academic Writing �4
Research & Thesis Writing �4 Annotated Model Of Disciplinary Essays �4
Cohesive Writing �� Other Types Of Writing ��
Writing A Synopsis 6 Writing A Synopsis ��
total for october 474 total for november 333
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Dec-05 Downloads Jan-06 Downloads
Critical Thinking 42 Critical Thinking 48
Referencing �6 Taking Notes In Lectures �7
Taking Notes In Lectures �5 Referencing �4
Time Management �� Academic Writing �2
Study For Examinations �� Study For Examinations ��
Essay Writing 7 Time Management ��
Cohesive Writing 7 Essay Writing 9
Report Writing 6 Other Types Of Writing 7
Annotated Model Of Disciplinary Essays 6 Report Writing 6
Academic Writing 4 Research & Thesis Writing 6
Editing Your Assignments � Annotated Model Of Disciplinary Essays 5
Other Types Of Writing � Editing Your Assignments 4
Research & Thesis Writing � Cohesive Writing 4
Writing A Synopsis � Writing A Synopsis 4
total for December 139 total for January 158



Learning Development attempts to ensure that the information 
contained in this publication is correct at the time of 
publication (May 2006), however sections may be amended 
without notice in response to changing circumstances. 
University of Wollongong - CRICOS Provider No:00�02E



ContaCt information
For more information about Learning Development
visit: http://www.uow.edu.au/student/services/ld/

http://www.uow.edu.au/student/services/ld/
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